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Abstract
We present theoretical and experimental investigations on a new optical feedback
concept for single mode diode lasers. It is based on the optical feedback from a
resonant external cavity coupled to the diode laser through the 1st order diffraction
of a grating. With a single mode diode laser operating at 852 nm we demonstrate
a short term line width of less than 60 kHz, an overall tuneability in excess of
36.4 nm and a continuous tuning range in excess of 45 GHz, both at constant
diode temperature.

1. Introduction
In the recent years tunable laser systems became essential for
ﬁelds like spectroscopy and telecommunications. The demand
for highly reliable, low cost, and easy-to-use laser systems made
tunable diode laser systems a favorable design. Additionally
these cheap sources of coherent radiation offer large modulation
bandwidth, a large continuous tuning range and narrow line width
when stabilized and controlled via optical feedback.
To avoid confusion about the terms used throughout
the paper, we want to give a precise deﬁnition of two complementary concepts:
1. The extended cavity diode laser concept [1] is based on
optical feedback from a grating that selects the wave length.
The 1st order output beam is either directly fed back from
the grating, Littrow-setup, or retro-reﬂected from an additional
mirror following the grating, Littman-setup. This concept shows
an overall tuning range of several GHz. The line width ranges
typically from 100 kHz to several MHz depending on the line
density of the grating and on the type of the diode laser.
2. The second concept uses an external cavity [2], commonly
called diode laser with resonant optical feedback, see also [3].
A small fraction of the radiation coming from the diode laser is
coupled into a resonant Fabry-Perot cavity. The resonant light
reﬂected by the cavity is fed back to the diode laser. The ﬁnesse
of the cavity determines the line width of the diode laser if the
feedback is strong enough. Thus, line widths of a few kHz are
feasible [2]. The cavity length can be controlled via PZT’s to tune
the diode laser over a modest range, typically a few 100 MHz.
Thus, combination of the two concepts seems to be the consecutive
step forward. In the approach by Patrick and Wieman [4] and later
by Hayasaka [5] the 0th order output of a grating is coupled to
an external cavity and from there fed back into the diode laser.
The disadvantage of this system is, that the two feedback channels
compete with each other. This results in a situation where stable
operation is difﬁcult to achieve.
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In order to combine the advantages of the external cavity and
the extended cavity diode laser setup we develop the grating
enhanced external cavity diode laser setup (GEECDL), which
was ﬁrst described in a theoretical line width analysis by Belenov
and co-workers [6]. This approach has also been investigated
experimentally in [7] for two speciﬁc types of cavity geometries.
In our work we systematically analyze various cavity geometries
with respect to their performance as part of the new diode laser
setup. We discuss the optimum cavity geometry and show results
achieved with our experimental setup. We should mention that
our theoretical investigation provides the means to select the
proper cavity geometry and therewith complements the analysis
by Belenov. As it turns out, a proper cavity design is essential for
successful operation of a GEECDL.
2. Basic idea and theory
We start our description with the Littman-setup and replace the
folded V-type cavity in ﬁg. 1 by a retro-reﬂecting mirror. The
grating disperses the incident ray into rays with different angles
corresponding to different wave lengths. The ray of wave length
 hits the hypothetical Littman-mirror under an angle  and is
reﬂected under an angle  = . The reﬂected ray incident on the
grating undergoes diffraction for a second time. The 1st order is
then at an angle  with respect to the ray emitted by the laser
diode. Only the rays at sufﬁciently small angles  are fed back
and ampliﬁcation at these wave lengths can take place.
We now replace the retro-reﬂecting mirror by the V-type cavity
shown in ﬁg. l, so that becomes a function of the angle ,  = ().
The ray with wave length  is coupled into the cavity at the angle
. After n round trips it leaves the cavity under an angle n and
is fed back via 1st order at an angle n . As long as |n | ≥ || is
fulﬁlled, the spectral selectivity of the setup is comparable to that
of the corresponding Littrow-setup.
Applying the ABCD-formalism [8] we ﬁnd that |n | ≥ ||
corresponds to the condition:
* n () ∈
/ [−2, 0]

(1)

where n = 0 . . . N is giving the effective number of round trips
in the cavity. Assuming that the ﬁnesse of our feedback cavity
does not exceed F ∼ 150 we limit our analysis to N = 25 which
is in good agreement with our experiments (F ∼ 50 . . . 100).
For the Littman-setup no round trips are performed, n = 0, and
 =  = /2 so that * 0 () = 1.
If the condition (1) is not fulﬁlled the dispersion of the grating
is partially canceled by the cavity possibly leading to unstable
operation. Thus we have to to determine which cavity geometries
provide stable operation. In our analysis symmetric and stable
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Fig. 1. Setup of the GEECDL: In the right part the analysis setup is shown. PD 1 (photo diode) is used for adjustments (laser threshold and alignment of the confocal
cavity). PD 2 is used to check whether the GEECDL runs single mode. PD 3 detects the beat note of the GEECDL and a reference laser (diode laser with resonat
optical feed back). With the wave meter and the signal from PD 2 the tuning ranges are investigated.

resonators are described by a single number, the geometry factor .
 = D/(4f )

(2)

where D is given by the dimension of the cavity. f is the focal
length of the curved mirrors. In our analysis we always assume
f3 = ∞, see ﬁg. 1. We consider the following classes: (i)f1 = ∞
and f2 = f , (ii)f1 = f and f2 = ∞. For those D, equals twice
the overall cavity length. The third case (iii) corresponds to
f1 = f2 = f and here D equals the overall cavity length. In general, for the class of stable resonators  ranges from 0 . . . 1 and
 = 0,  = 0.5 and  = 1 correspond to the planar, to the confocal
and the semiconcentric geometry. For a speciﬁc geometry described by  we calculate * n for n = 0 . . . N. All n for N = 10
are shown in ﬁg. 2. We relax our condition (1) to account for the
fact that it is impossible to exactly realize a speciﬁc geometry.
/ [−1.9, −0.1].
* n () ∈

(3)

This replacement provides the possibility to ﬁnd potentially
interesting geometry ranges [ − /2,  + /2] rather then
singular geometries. For all geometries within this range the
related condition (3) is satisﬁed. These geometries therefore
provide a spectral selectivity which is not signiﬁcantly reduced
with respect to the Littrow setup. Another important criterion
is how well the mode of the beam emitted by the laser diode

Fig. 2. The condition: * n () vs. . n = 0 . . . 10. The range of * n () which
has to be avoided is shown in gray.
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is matched to the cavity. If the beam of the laser diode is well
collimated, it has a diameter of roughly 1 mm, which is larger
by a factor ∼10 than the waist of the cavity fundamental mode.
Hence we would have to use additional lenses to ensure efﬁcient
mode matching. We do not consider this as useful, since every
surface will create additional feedback. Further, a complex mode
matching lens system would require more space and therefore
would reduce the mechanical stability of the setup.

3. Setup and results
In our experimental setup we investigated three different cavity
geometries, all using planar input couplers, f3 = ∞: the planar
(f1 = f2 = ∞,  = 0), the semiconcentric (f1 = ∞, f2 = f ,  =
0.5), and the confocal case (f1 = f2 = f ,  = 1). The laser diode
is an index guided single mode laser diode provided by Sacher
Lasertechnik (SAL 850-50). The front facet of the laser diode
is AR-coated showing a residual reﬂectivity of R = 3 · 10−5 at
the central wave length of 852 nm. The uncoated laser diode is
speciﬁed to emit 50 mW at 865 nm. The beam is collimated by
an AR-coated lens manufactured by Geltech (C390TM-B) with
NA = 0.65 and f = 2.75 mm. The transmission grating used in
our setup is a holographic grating manufactured by STEAG ETAOptik with a line density of 1600 l/mm. The loss induced by the
grating strongly depends on the polarization. For the polarization
parallel to the plain of incidence a loss of 12% is measured whereas
30% is measured for the perpendicular orientation. This indicates
that most of the loss is due to Fresnel reﬂection at the grating
surfaces which are not AR-coated. 65% of the incident light is
coupled into the 1st order of diffraction. Typical power levels are
3.3 mW and 18.1 mW for 0th and 1st order output, respectively,
corresponding to a diode current of 85 mA. The input coupler,
f3 , see ﬁg. 1, was speciﬁed to have 8% transmission under 45◦
of incidence at 846 nm. The end-mirrors, f1 and f2 , of the cavity
show a reﬂectivity >99%.
In absence of optical feedback the threshold current Ith is
determined to be 53.4 mA. With feedback from the planar cavity
this is reduced to Ith = 30.0 mA; the semiconcentric cavity shows
Ith = 30.3 mA whereas for the confocal geometry the threshold
is as low as 24.1 mA. This suggests that the most stable operation
should be achievable with the confocal geometry. All threshold
currents are measured at constant diode temperature (13.3 ◦ C) and
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Fig. 3. Beat note signal between the GEECDL and the reference laser determines
an upper limit for the short term line width of 58 kHz. Measured with an Agilent
A4395 spectrum analyzer at a sweep time of 76.3 ms for 801 points in a 10 MHz
scan at a resolution bandwidth of 30 kHz.

constant wave length (852 nm). We then measure the continuous
tuning range. In order to tune the wave length we control
the length of the cavity with both PZTs shown in ﬁg. l and
simultaneously adjust the diode current. 4.4 GHz, 19.6 GHz and
45.1 GHz continuous tuning range is achieved for the planar,
semiconcentric, and confocal cavity geometry. The 45.1 GHz
and 19.6 GHz are limited by the dynamic range of the PZTs.
In an additional experiment we determine the overall tuning
range for the confocal geometry to be 36.4 nm at constant diode
temperature.
In a beat note experiment with a reference laser we estimate
the upper line width of the GEECDL with the confocal cavity
geometry, see ﬁg. 3. The reference laser is a diode laser with
optical feedback from an external cavity. The average short term
line width of the beat note is 60 kHz when the GEECDL is
electronically frequency locked to the reference laser with a unity
gain frequency of ∼400 Hz, see ﬁg. 4. The residual frequency
noise is dominated by low Fourier frequencies. Therefore, further
improvement of the mechanical stability and the electronic
feedback loop should reduce the noise signiﬁcantly.
4. Conclusion
We presented theoretical and experimental investigations for
diode lasers based on an advanced concept for optical feedback.
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Fig. 4. Residual relative frequency noise between GEECDL and the reference
laser in arbitrary units at low Fourier frequencies. The thinner line represents the
GEECDL electronically locked to the reference laser while the thick line represents
the open loop noise spectrum. Unity Gain is denoted.

The advantages of grating diode lasers and diode laser with
resonant optical feed back from an external cavity were combined successfully. An over all tuning range of 36.4 nm and a
continuous tuning range of 45.1 GHz were demonstrated. We also
successfully transfered the small line width known from diode
lasers with resonant optical feedback to our setup, which showed
a short term line width of at most ∼60 kHz.
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